Dear Sir/Madam,
This is simple online typing work only, generally known as Captcha Entry Work. No special
qualifications required other than computer, internet, minimum typing skills and minimum English
knowledge.
There are some captcha entry work servers like pixprofit and kolotibablo. From these servers we get
captchas flow. For doing captchas entries in these captchas servers’ ids, they pay us in digital dollars
like paypal, webmoney, okpay etc, we have to exchange those dollars to Indian rupees with dollars
exchangers.
In general user package we give 1 pixprofit id + 3 kolotibablo ids + Multi ids supporting software to
work. 6 months validity general user package is for Rs.299/- and 1 year validity general user package
is for Rs.499/-. By this you can work with combination of 1 Pix ID + 1 or 2 or 3 KB IDs simultaneously.
Pixprofit: Pixprofit server is paying 1$ for 1000 captchas in one id, currently it is giving fixed rate,
they can change their rates. Previously they were giving night time fixed rate 1$ for 1000 captchas
and day time 0.6$ to 1$ for 1000 captchas. In pixprofit each captchas stay for 30 seconds, we have to
type and enter within that given time; otherwise it is counted as time-out and many time-outs leads
to login id suspension by pixprofit. Pixprofit is basically very slow now, that means captchas flow is
slow. We have to type image recaptchas also if they come into screen. Rate in night time is good and
fixed to 1$ for 1000 entries and rate in day time is 0.6$ to 1$ for 1000 entries depending on your
priority rate. Rate will be good if your speed and accuracy is good in day time also you can earn up to
1$. If your priority is good then you get good rate and speed. Minimum accuracy level required is
90% for this server.
Minimum withdrawal is 3$. Whenever you complete 3$, you can go for withdraw your money, it will
take maximum 1 or 2 days to credit your money to your bank account. Day time bit slow when
compare to speed in night time the flow is good and rate also.
Kolotibablo: Kolotibablo server is paying from 0.3$ to 0.7$ including bonus and on average we can
say it will be 0.5$ for 1000 captchas. Kolotibablo required more than 95% accuracy levels, first 500
captchas we should be more careful in typing, we have to consider initially first 1000 to 1500
captchas as training period. Mean while we get knowledge on how to do captchas of different
patterns. Once you habituated to different kind of captchas it is not a big work.
If you are interested in this work, you can pay the Deposit / Transfer / send by PayUMoney the
Package cost of Rs.299/- for 6 months package or Rs.499/- for 1 year package in our any of bank
accounts mentioned in our Register section in our website https://etypers.in/HowtoBuy.html or you
can visit us personally at Kukatpalli, Hyderabad or you can deposit Rs.350/- initially and remaining
150/- we deduct from your first payments for 1 year package. If you are going to deposit the money,
please inform us before and after the deposit the money. We will send you the package (login IDs,
software, and instructions) to your email id within 1 hour and guide you the remaining process.
Thanks and Regards
M. Rajesh
+91 9392830240
mngt.rajesh@gmail.com
https://etypers.in

Our Bank Account Details:
State Bank of India:
Name: M Rajesh, A/c No: 2007 9906 377, IFSC: SBIN0006835, Branch: Bhimadole
Oriental Bank of Commerce:
Name: M Rajesh, A/c No: 1123 2011 010 952, IFSC: ORBC0101123, Branch: Srinagar colony, Hyd.
Karur Vysya Bank:
Name: M Rajesh, A/c No: 1448 1550 0007 7374, IFSC: KVBL0001448, Branch: Kalyannagar, Hyd.
Note:
SBI charges Rs.25/- to 57/- extra towards Intercity charges for manual deposit (only) in SBI Bank.
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